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Re: Advance Clean Car II

Robert Bell <ra_bell3@yahoo.com>
Wed 12/28/2022 11:49 AM

To: Krall, Kyle (DNREC) <Kyle.Krall@delaware.gov>

Kyle,

     I have recently become aware of your/DNREC plan for amending
DelCode to per California's ACCII.

I have some questions:

- First, where may I preview the specific, proposed amendments to DelCode?

- I'd like to see the raw data for the slides in the presentation,
https://documents.dnrec.delaware.gov/Air/regulations/under-development/workshop-presentation-low-
emission-vehicle-program-dec-13-15-2022.pdf.

     - Re: slides 10-13, does Delaware have only 7 03/ozone monitor
stations? The airmonitoring website shows 9. I don't know that it
matters too much, because what I'd like to understand is how you
determine CHG emission from transportation, given all other potential
sources, from 7-9 monitoring stations, especially when there's a heavy
bias to NCC (Kent/Sussex have 1 and 2 respectively). Can you please
provide the data for this?

- What is DNREC/GSS-Fleet's plan to replace the state's ENTIRE fleet?

- What are upstream power requirements for charging stations? Will
suppliers be required to be zero-emission as well? If its anything other
than "fossil-fuel free" you are just moving the problem.

- What is DNRECs position and plan to deal with EV batteries?

     - When EVs are involved in accidents and/or catch fire, otherwise
become unstable.

     - That must be replaced for age, etc? EV batteries are
significantly more numerous and dangerous than standard wet-cell
batteries in current vehicles. You'd better have a plan.

Why is DNREC trying to push Delaware into the same category as
California, when by your own slide-deck, we have to adopt their exact
standards? I think the 2014 emission bar was much lower; you/DNREC are
arguing now for Zero-emissions. To achieve this goal the lowest income
Delawareans will eventually be forced to make terribly difficult
decisions, such as: pay for new ZEV car loan, or pay a mortgage; whether
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to heat their homes or charge their car or feed their family. Energy
(and other) costs are rising; income is not. State employees got a $500
bump this past year, but no COLA. For that matter, few companies give
COLAs. The requirements for ACCII may be directed at manufacturers, but
it will be felt by real Delawareans.

Now let me be clear, I am not supporting adoption, but for certain
practical reasons; I do agree we should be working to reduce pollution,
but am concerned about the impacts of this legislation. Delaware is
-NOT- California. We have FAR fewer residents, fewer registered
automobiles, our median income is lower, industrial base is smaller.
This almost goes without saying though, Delaware is a significantly
smaller state. Going back to your slide deck, I say door number 3, other.

I think the State of Delaware needs to get its house in order first,
before obligating citizens to laws they have no control over and will
hurt them economically.

1. Require ALL state vehicles to be ZEVs, with adequate charging
capability at every fleet lot, and a certain minimum number of charging
stations at each state building or campus.

2. Number 1 should further include heavy equipment such as buses,
delivery trucks, snow plows, etc etc; I understand this becomes
difficult due to the power requirements those types of vehicles have.
However what better way to incentivize manufactures to advance their R&D
and production to these ends if states don't require them to do better.
This should go for municipal vehicles as well.

3. Continued enforcement of laws and strict fine issuance for
non-compliance. Incentivize power producers to continue investing in
scrubbing and other technology. Make it not worth it to companies
violate Delaware law.

Thanks for your attention to this long email. I look forward to your
responses as well as links to requested data.

- Robert Bell


